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Number & Place Value 

Find 1 more/less, 10 more/less 
than any 2-digit number; under-
stand place value for 2-digit num-
bers and partition them into 10s 
and 1s. 

Addition & Subtraction 

Use knowledge of number facts to add/
subtract 1 digit numbers to and from 2-digit 
numbers; add/subtract 10 to and from 2-digit 
numbers. 

Measures 

Compare weights and capacities, quantifying 
them using various units of measurements; rec-
ord results and complete tables/block graphs.  

Fractions 

Find doubles and halves of numbers to 20. Rec-
ognise halves and quarters of shapes and ex-
plore equivalent fractions.   

Money  

Recognise value of coins; solve addition prob-
lems using coins and make equivalent amounts.  

MATHEMATICS ENGLISH  

Fiction 

The children will explore a range of fiction 
books. They will read the stories and re-tell 
them in their own words. They will learn how 
to identify and understand character and 
events, linking these to their own lives and 
experiences. The children will later compose 
sentences and questions based on the sto-
ries. 

Texts in this unit: Mary and the Twelve 
Months (Sean Taylor & Bee Wiley), The Four 
Singers (Haydn Middleton).  

Live 

In this unit, the children are introduced to a 
traditional tale from India, The Best of 
Friends. Children will be able to describe 
characters, identify good storytelling tech-
niques, and explore strategies for remember-
ing a sequence of events.  They will later 
compose and rehearse their own retelling of 
the story and eventually perform  them in 
small groups. 

Grammar  

Regular plural noun suffixes and the spelling 
rules for regular plural noun endings. 

Revisit punctuation marks particularly in rela-
tion to spoken expression.  

 

 

Computer skills 

Learn how to use a mouse/
trackpad and launch applications, manipulate 
windows and open/save files. Know how to 
start and shut down a computer. 

COMPUTING 

 

Seasonal Changes (Spring & Summer) 

Use a class weather station to observe, meas-
ure and record the weather in different sea-
sons and make comparisons between them. 
Observe changes across the seasons by explor-
ing signs of spring and summer through nature 
and wildlife. Learning will take place both in-
doors and outdoors with children working sci-
entifically by observing, collecting, recording 
and interpreting data.  

SCIENCE 



 

Geography – What will we 
see on our journey around 
the world? 

Explore different world jour-
neys - starting with the local area, then delv-
ing into coastal, rainforest, desert and city lo-
cations. Virtual and imagined journeys will be 
used to investigate similarities and contrasts. 
Children will name and locate the seven conti-
nents and five oceans, learn about human and 
physical geography, read maps, atlases and 
globes. 

 

 

Memorisation: Surah al-Qariah 

Revision: all previous surahs including at-

Takathur 

Reading: Read and write words with Fathah, 
Dammah and Kasra in joined up form.  

QURAN 

PSHE 
 

 

Diverse Britain 

Identify how we can positively contribute to 
the groups and communities we belong to. 
Explore the notion of community, how to be 
good neighbours and looking after the envi-
ronment. Learn about what it means to be 
British, diversity, and the importance of cele-
brating/respecting our differences. 

 

 

Running and Jumping 

Learn to travel at different speeds by walking, 
jogging, running and sprinting, and develop 
an understanding of when these speeds are 
most useful. Explore different ways of jump-
ing and apply these skills to jumping games 
and create jumping sequences. Learn the im-
portance of landing steadily. 

PE 

ART 
 

Joan Mirό 

Explore the work of Joan Mirό, and learn 
about his magical realist paintings, drawing 
on their own experiences to create dream-

like pictures. Children will study printmaking 
with lots of different objects and materials to 
make their own exciting artworks. 

ISLAMIC STUDIES 
 

 

 Sawn, a special month, 
 Fasting in Ramadan, Allah sent the 

Quran 

 Eidul Fitr 

 Patience/sabar 

 12 months of the Islamic 
calendar 

HUMANITIES 


